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Abstract

An RFID tag is a small and cheap device which is com-
bined in IC chip and an antenna for radio communications.
The tag is used for management of goods and its distri-
bution. Moreover it reduces the cost of managements of
goods. However, an RFID system has some security prob-
lems. Juels proposed a “yoking-proof” which guarantees
the existence of two tags [2]. But we point out that this
scheme is not secure against a replay attack. In this pa-
per, we propose a scheme which deals with the problem by
using time stamp. Moreover, we propose a scheme which
guarantees the existence of a group of RFID tags.

1 Introduction

A Radio-Frequency-Identification (RFID) tag is a small
and cheap device which is combined in IC chip and an an-
tenna for radio communications. The tag emits its ID in
response to a query from a reader. By using RFID tags as
a substitute of a bar code, it is expected to reduce a cost of
managements of goods and its distribution. Moreover, we
can realize supply chain management by managing its ID in
database and guarantee the safety of foods by using a trace-
ability of RFID tags. We show a common RFID system in
Fig. 1.

However, there are some problems of using RFID tags.
Privacy problem is the most serious [3, 4, 5, 6]. Since RFID
tags emit an ID by radio, you can find an object attached
an RFID tag. Moreover, a location of a tag’s owner can be
leaked by using strong traceability of RFID tags. The pri-
vacy of owner’s location is called as location privacy. Juels
proposed another security problem [2]. This security prob-
lem is called as “yoking-proof” which proves an existence
of two tags. This proof uses a MAC (Message Authentica-
tion Code) made by RFID tags. For example, such proofs
might be useful when a product and its safety cap must
leave its factories together and when a medicine must be
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Figure 1. a common RFID system
　

dispensed with a leaflet. In these examples, we can prove by
attaching RFID tags to two objects. Moreover, RFID tags
will be used for preventing shrinkages in America. Shrink-
ages mean that products are decreased while the distribution
[1]. You can prevent it by tracing products with RFID tags.

However, an attacker who has a reader can enable a re-
play attack by using a MAC because it is made by a ran-
dom number produced by an RFID tag. So you can get a
“yoking-proof” even if you have only one RFID tag.

In this paper, we improve the “yoking-proof” by using
a time stamp and prevent from the replay attack. In our
scheme, an RFID tag computes a MAC by using the time
stamp from a reader. By using the time stamp, we can ver-
ify the time of producing a MAC. Moreover, we propose
an existence proof of plural RFID tags. In the scheme, we
use a product tag which is attached to a product and a pallet
tag which is attached to a pallet. The pallet is a large metal
plate or flat wooden frame on which some products can be
lifted or moved. The product tag produces a MAC by us-
ing a query from a reader. The reader emits some MACs
from plural product tags to the pallet tag. Then the pallet
tag encrypts MACs by using symmetric key encryption and
emits the ciphertext to the reader. In our scheme, the pal-
let tag needs more caluculation power than the product tag.
But since the pallet tag can be reused, we can hold down the
cost of using RFID tags.
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Figure 2. a “yoking-proof” for RFID tags
　

2 Yoking-proof

Juels proposed a new security notion which is called
“yoking-proof” [2]. This notion proves a simultaneous ex-
istence of two RFID tags.

Since RFID tags are cheap and small devices, they can
not communicate with each other. Therefore in “yoking-
proof”, RFID tags communicate with each other by using
a reader as a communication medium. Moreover Juels’s
scheme relies on timeout assumption [2]. RFID tags always
terminate a session within a certain interval of timet.

Now we introduce a “yoking-proof” for RFID tags.

2.1 Notations

• T : an RFID tag.

• V : verifier. It verifies a MAC.

• r : a random number.

• x : a secret key of symmetric key cryptosystem.

• MAC : a message authentication code using a stan-
dard cryptosystem.

• MACx[m] : a MAC computed by applying secret key
x to messagem.

• SKx[m] : a ciphertext by using secret keyx to mes-
sagem.

2.2 Protocol

In Juels’s protocol, RFID tags,TA andTB , share secret
keyxA andxB with a verifierV and select random numbers
rA andrB , respectively every session.

1. TA submits the random numberrA in response to
query from a reader.

2. The reader sendsrA to TB .
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Figure 3. Replay attack against a “yoking-
proof”

　

3. TB computes a MAC by applying the secret keyxB to
rA. MoreoverTB submitsmB = MACxB [rA] and
rB .

4. The reader sendsrB to TA.

5. TA computes a MACmA by applying the secret key
xA to rB and submits it.

6. The reader submitsmA andmB to the verifier. The
verifier can verify thatTA and TB were scanned si-
multaneously.

The “yoking-proof” for RFID tags is shown in Fig. 2.

3 Attack against a “yoking-proof”

In Juels’s scheme, since RFID tags compute a MAC by
using a random number, we can enable a replay attack by
keeping a previous random number. We describe the replay
attack for “yoking-proof” for RFID tags below.

1. An attackerA emits a query toTA and getsrA.

2. The attackerA submitsr created byA to TA and gets
mA = MACxA

[r].

3. The attacker can getmB = MACxB [rA] from TB by
usingrA and submitmA andmB to a verifierV . Then
the attacker can prove a “yoking-proof” even if there
is onlyTB .

Since the attackerA submits an input to two RFID tags
separately, we cannot prevent this attack by using time-
out assumption. Replay attack against a “yoking-proof” is
shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 4. “yoking-proof” using time stamp
　

4 “yoking-proof” using time stamp

We propose a “yoking-proof” using time stamp for ad-
dressing the replay attack. In our proposal, RFID tags com-
pute a MAC by applying a secret key to a time stamp from
a database. Therefore a verifier can verify a time of making
the MAC. Since a RFID tag computes the MAC using the
time stamp, we can prevent the replay attack by reusing the
MAC. Moreover our scheme relies on timeout assumption,
too.

In our scheme, RFID tagsTA andTB share secret key
xA andxB with a verifierV , respectively in advance.

1. A reader gets a time stampTS from a database and
queries toTA andTB by usingTS.

2. TA computesmA = MACxA [TS] and submits it to
the reader.

3. The reader submitsmA to TB .

4. TB computesmB = MACxB
[TS,mA] and submits it

to the reader.

5. The reader submitsmB to a verifierV . The verifierV
verifies it by usingxA andxB .

Our proposal is shown in Fig. 4.

5 Grouping proof

In this section, we extend our proposal to a scheme
which can prove an existence of plural RFID tags.

5.1 Our model

In our scheme, secret keys are assumed to be securely
shared in advance.
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Figure 5. Grouping proof
　

• Product tagTi : This tag is attached to each product.
A verifier V has its secret keyxi.

• Pallet tagPT : This tag is attacked to a pallet which
is a large metal plate or flat wooden frame on which
some products can be lifted or moved. The verifierV
has its secret keyx. It can compute symmetric key
encryption and has larger memory than a product tag.
It terminates protocol within a certain interval of time
t.

• Reader : It derives a time stampTS from a database
and submits it to an RFID tag.

• Database : It submits a time stampTS to a reader.

• Verifier V : It shares secret keys with a product tag and
a pallet tag. It can verify a MAC by using the secret
key.

5.2 Protocol

We introduce our proposal.

• A reader derives a time stampTS from a database and
submits it ton of product tags and a pallet tagPT .

• The product tagTi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) computes a MACmi

by usingTS and submits it to the reader.

• The reader gathersn of MACs and submits them to
PT .

• PT encryptsn of MACs and submits this ciphertext
CP to the reader.
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• The reader submitsCP to a verifierV . V decryptsCP

by usingx and derives the MACmi. ThenV verifies
mi by usingxi. Therefore we can prove an existence
of n of product tags.

Our proposal is shown in Fig. 5.

5.3 Discussion

In our scheme, we can prevent a replay attack by using
a time stamp from a database. Moreover since a pallet tag
has timeout assumption, we can guarantee that a session is
finished within a certain interval of timet.

In a distribution using RFID tags, we cannot reuse RFID
tags because RFID tags attached to products are distributed
to consumers. Therefore, RFID tags are disposable and it
is important to hold down a cost of RFID tags. In our
proposal, product tags attached to products compute only
a MAC. Pallet tags process timeout and compute symmet-
ric key encryption. However, since pallet tags are attached
to pallets, we can reuse pallets after finishing distribution.
Therefore, we can hold down the cost of pallet tags by
reusing it.

An application is preventing shrinkages by tracing RFID
tags. In our proposal, we can easily trace and watch plural
products because we can verify when RFID tags are read.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a replay attack against
“yoking-proof” and “yoking-proof” using time stamp for
addressing the replay attack. Moreover, we proposed a
grouping proof extended “yoking-proof”. By using our pro-
posal, we can realize management of goods and its distribu-
tion using RFID tags.

In future works, we should evaluate a cost of our scheme.
If RFID tags are used for goods management, industrial es-
pionage is an important problem. Therefore, we should dis-
cuss a problem of privacy.
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